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44.
Prof. Bal Ram Singh.
Professor, School of Indic Studies,
Institute of Advanced Sciences, Dartmouth, MA, USA

Dr. Bal Ram Singh, a professor since 1990 at UMass Dartmouth and Institute of Advanced Sciences, has been conducting research since 1990 on botulinum and tetanus neurotoxins, and also on Ayurveda, yoga, mind, and consciousness. He has published 11 books and over 300 articles, including articles related to India’s philosophy and traditions. He is Editor/Associate Editor of three journals, including Ayurveda Journal of Health and International Journal of Indian Culture and Business Management, and Editor-in-Chief of VedicWAVES blog, a peer reviewed online magazine published by World Association of Vedic Studies. He is Director of Uberoi Foundation Teacher Training Program since 2009. Dr. Singh, President of the Institute of Advanced Sciences, serves on the Boards of Directors of World Association of Vedic Studies (WAVES, USA) and Education Society for the Heritage of India (ESHA, USA), Expert Advisor to Hindu University of America, Advisory Board of MLBD Research and Resource Foundation (India), Executive Committee, Center for Excellence in Integrative Medicine (Boston, MA). He is the President and Director of Maryada Foundation (USA), a non-profit organization to promote science and education.

45.
Dr. Aparna Dhir
Assistant Professor, School of Indic Studies,
Institute of Advanced Sciences, Dartmouth, MA, USA

Dr. Aparna Dhir is an Assistant Professor, School of Indic Studies, Institute of Advanced Sciences, Dartmouth, MA, USA (She works from India). She is an alumnus of University of Delhi. Her research interests are Vedas and Indology. She authored a book “Yajurvediye Brahmaon mein Jyotish ke Tattva” and has presented more than 40 research papers in various national & international conferences out of which three papers are awarded. Her about 20 papers & 10 articles have published in journals and magazines. She is associated with WAVES (an organisation for the promotion of Vedic Studies) for more than ten years and as an editorial board member with few journals. Presently she is honorary Secretary (Adminstrative) in WAVES India-branch. She has taken on several projects including on Vedic-Socio
system, Chronology of ancient texts, running an online journal blog, VedicWAVES, as an executive editor, WAVES YouTube Channel, and helps in organizing seminars and conferences.

46.
Rakesh Kumar Gupta
Former MD, MD at ACIS, a company of Allianz,
Trivandrum, Kerala, India

B. Tech, Pantnagar Unit and MBA, IIM Ahmedabad. Enjoys activities involving analysis like Vedic Maths, Bridge, Sudoku, cross words. Published 'Magic of Logic', a book on how to solve Sudoku puzzles thru logical means. The other areas of interest includes Aura sciences and application of Indian mythology in the modern corporate world. Recognised among the 'Great Peoples Leaders' by the Allianz holding board in 2014 and Pioneering Business leader by Shared services forum, India in Nov 15. Over 3 decades of experience in technical, managerial and leadership roles covering all aspects of business management both in India and overseas. The international experience includes stint with BT in UK, GE Appliances in USA and Allianz in India. Recently took early retirement from the offshore operations of Allianz Insurance Plc, UK based at Technopark, Trivandrum as Managing Director, which he started from the inception in 2003 to a size of 3000+ employees and 12 Group entities as customer by Feb 16. Currently busy writing the Vedic principles that resulted in sustainable success for 13 long years during my tenure as MD at ACIS, a company of Allianz. A small company become an institution where customers and employee behaved as "My company". The management practices were based on Indian beliefs and culture and knowledge buried in Indian scriptures.

47.
Dr. Surabhi Verma,
Assistant Professor, Humanities and Social Sciences,
NIT, Rourkela, Odisha.

Dr.SurabhiVerma has been at National Institute of Technology, Rourkela, since 2015. Right from her school, she has been trained as a blend of Sanskrit and Modern Sciences. The topics under psychology, parapsychology like of precognition etc. and Kashmir Śaivismare some of her favourite subjects of interest. Dr.SurabhiVerma is introducing the Sanskrit tradition and Indian Philosophy to the Engineering and
Technical students in her Institute. She investigated the hidden secrets about dreams and precognition in Indian Philosophy especially in Kashmir Śaivism during her doctoral work.

48.
Dr. Denis S. Kleschev,
Russia, 624603, Sverdlovsk area,
Alapayevsk, st. Revolution

Denis S. Kleschev a historian of mathematics (Russia), born in 1979. Master of the historical Department of the Ural state University (Yekaterinburg, Russia), editor of the interdisciplinary journal "De Lapide Philosophorum". Member of the International club of the Golden section (Canada), member of the international Congress on Mathematics of Harmony (2010). Scientific interest: history of mathematics, ancient Indian philosophy, Fibonacci numbers and the Golden section, and psychoanalysis. Writer, author of fiction and popular science articles.

49.
Dr. Anand K. Ghuryé,
A 4 / 11, Doodhsagar, Ciba Road,
Goregaon East, Mumbai

Anand Ghuryé, has graduate degree in engineering and post graduate qualifications in Economics and Political Sciences. He has completed Master of Management Studies Course from Sydenham Institute of Management He has over 20 years of experience in corporate field in varied areas. The Ancient Wisdom of India is a bottomless sea, even the surface of which has not been explored yet. The study itself is engulfed in myths, half baked theories, misplaced beliefs, outdated rituals and misinterpretations. But below this façade lies astonishing wisdom of the rishis. The wisdom that surpasses emotional, mental and physical barriers and guarantees success and satisfaction for each and every one Anand Ghuryé has done extensive research on Ancient Wisdom and its application to day to day life. He carries out Executive Coaching based on Ancient Wisdom in areas of Personal Effectiveness, Relationship Counselling, Sports Counselling and Career Counselling.
Akhilesh Ghushe currently works as a Group Product Manager in one of the world’s leading software companies. He has been part of the software industry for the past 18 years and has been driving new product innovation and new business initiatives for various markets and customer segments. In his previous avatar as a computer scientist, Akhilesh spent many years building enterprise systems, publishing tools and mobile application frameworks. He holds an engineering degree in computer science from the University of Delhi. Born in a family of Sanskrit scholars, Akhilesh considers himself a lifelong student of Indian knowledge systems and wisdom traditions. He is specially interested in India’s living contemplative and narrative traditions and their role in building a new foundation for cultivating ourselves to be the leaders of tomorrow.

Abraham J.Palakudy,
House No.581, Sector 22-B, Gurgaon
Haryana State-122017, India

He is an independent mind, polity and philosophy seeker, researcher, seeker, blogger, and writer. He is a post graduate in Sociology from Kota open University, after his B.com from Kerala University in 1972. He was awarded a residential Fellowship by the ‘Indian Council of Philosophical Research’ ( govt. of India body) during 1990. His essay, ‘ Science and spirituality ‘ was awarded an all India 2nd prize during 1989, in the competition conducted by the ‘Brahmakumari’s world spiritual university, Mount-Abu, Rajastahn. His book titled 'Is reason a sense organ? A super-mind above the known mind'. His 3rd book was recently published at Amazon.com, titled, ‘ The funniest joke about modern-world: It is free and open ! ' His 4th Book is, ‘ Many unknown doors of knowledge mankind yet to knock-at’. His research paper on 'DEMOCRATIC CULTURE' was peer-reviewed and accepted for presentation by International Society for Universal Dialogue’, Athens, Greece during 2012, and paper ‘ Scientific explanation of reality ‘ was accepted for the 10th Congress ( Romania) of the same organization (ISUD ) in 2014. 'World Philosophy Forum' named him an 'active thinker' at link:http://www.wpf-unesco.org/eng/athr.htm, and also appointed him as the Asian head of its activities in New Delhi. His research paper on 'police and human rights' was chosen for presentation in 2013 by Kalyani University, West Bengal, India. A similar paper on 'Indian Heritage' was chosen by M.S.University, Baroda (Gujarat, India) in January, 2014, for presentation during the 'National Education Summit' at Gandhinagar.
52.

Dr. AJAY KUMAR MISHRA
Asst. Professor, Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan, Bhopal

Ajay Kumar Mishra is Recipient of President Award Govt of India (2005) is presently Assistant Professor in faculty of Sahityasastra Department at Rashtriya Sanskrit Sansthan Bhopal Campus under M/O HRD Govt of India Sanskrit Marg, Bag Sevaniya Bhopal -43 (M.P) having with the teaching experience of more than 09 years. Seven PhD research scholars are pursuing their research under my supervision in which 02 have been awarded. He is advisor for 03 PhD research scholars in University of Delhi. The specialization of my field is poetics and literary criticism as well as global Indic tradition. Presently, he is the member of several academic bodies in parent and other universities. He has credit for 05 books, 95 research papers and more than 20 articles as well as several creative writing in Sanskrit poetry and translations from Sanskrit into Hindi in which some have published in several national leading journals like Samkaleen Bharatiya Sahitya Sahitya Academy Delhi. He has reviewed (brief and long) more than 800 hundred specially Sanskrit books for Govt of India and others and contributed research papers in more than 38 National and International seminars as well as participated and delivered lectures as Resource person, Chair person and conducted as Co coordinator of several National and International seminars. A part from this, he have delivered 02 Live Talks in DD National Channel Programme. It is also noteworthy that one is All India Radio Bhopal Live Interview of a well known international Sanskrit poet and critic Prof. Radhavallav Tripathiji by me which covers the duration of 03 hours and 30 minute. It has been preserved in National Archive of India.

A part from President Award, he have been ornamented by Akhil Bharatiya –Vidwat Parisad, Varanasi Yubpratibha Samman(2013) in literature and First Prize Award Winner of Research Poster Session in International Conference J N U 2016.

53.

Dr. Milind,
Associate Prof. & Head - Management Studies,
I.H.M-Aurangabad

Dr. Milind Presently working as a Head of Department for Management Studies at I.H.M-Aurangabad which is Tata Enterprise and affiliated to University of Huddersfield, U.K.. He is Ph.D from Banasthali University in Management and ancient Indian History, M.B.A in Human Resource Management from Pondicherry University, Certificate from Indian Institute of Technology(I.I.T- Delhi), Diploma in Hotel Management from I.H.M- Bhubaneswar Ministry of Tourism Govt of India and B.Sc Zoology Hons from T.
Bhgalpur University. He started his career with Hotel Amarvials (Oberoi Hotels) from campus then moved to F&B Manager in Budget hotel. In 2006 joined as a lecturer in Ministry of Tourism Govt of India. 2008. He again joined as a Training Manager and promoted as Academic Coordinator and Centre Head at Chandigarh in Bergruen Edu Pvt.Ltd. In 2010 he joined Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces(A Tata Enterprise) as an Corporate Executive and on deputed at I.H.M-Aurangabad, continuing as an Associate Professor and Head of Department in Management Studies. As far as duties and responsibilities are concerned in the present and the previous organizations it is mixture of industries and academia. As a Head of Department of Management Studies he directly involved of course validation, research, management development programme, faculty development programme and other administrative functions. I.H.M-Aurangabad is a world class Institute having a tripartite agreement with Maulana Azad Educational Trust, Taj Hotels and University of Huddersfield, U.K and they offer him 4 Years degree in Hotel Management and Culinary Arts approved by AICTE, India. This degree comes under Business school of University of Huddersfield. He is providing his Area of Research and Teaching-Organisation Development, Effectiveness, Diversity, Cognition, Organisation Culture, Management roots and ancient Indian Thoughts on Management, Attitudes, Personality, Learning and Perceptions, Leadership and Team Building, Motivation, Workplace Challenges, Work life Balance, Job Satisfaction, Organisational Commitment and Research Methodology.

Dr. Saroj Kanta Kar,
Programme Officer, Academic Centre,
Indian Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi

He is working as a Programme Officer in Indian Council of Philosophical Research, New Delhi. His specialized fields are Indian Philosophy, Philosophy of Religion, Moral Philosophy & Applied Philosophy related with Psychology and Education. His main area of studies are Advaita Vedanta and Mahayana Buddhism. His professional interests are in Effective Teaching as well as Creative Research in the above mentioned and related fields of Higher Education. Keeping up Critical and Constructive Approach to deal with the issues concerning Man, Society and Nature. He has done M. A. in Philosophy from Utkal University, and M.Phil on “Śaṅkara and Buddhism” and Ph. D on “Nāgārjuna’s Concept of Reason with Special Reference to Mūlamadhyamakakārikā” from University of Hyderabad. He has taught PG and UG Classes in Department of Philosophy at the M. S. University of Baroda, and also taught in Research Associate at GITAM University, Visakhapatnam. He also worked as Project Fellow (2007-2010) at Centre of Advanced Studies in Philosophy, Utkal University - involved in Teaching Indian Epistemology and Indian and Western Ethics in M. A and for research in preparing a ‘Glossary of Indian Philosophy’. He worked on a project on ‘Consciousness in Buddhism and Vedanta’- Post-Doctoral - (2006-2007) at Dept. of Philosophy, University of Hyderabad working Lecturer in Philosophy - (2005) at P. N. College, Khurda (autonomous), Orissa for Teaching Philosophy (Indian, Western), Ethics & Logic in under graduate classes.
He has 3 published books and more than 20 research papers published in reputed Journals and as chapter in books.

55.  
Ashay Naik,  
Software Engineer, Sydney, Australia.

Ashay Naik has completed his Masters in Information Technology (2000) from QUT, Brisbane, Diploma in Business Management (2010) from Australian Graduate School of Management, and Honours in Language Studies with Sanskrit Major (2013) from University of Sydney, Australia. He is the author of Natural Enmity: Reflections on the Nīti and Rasa in the Pañcatantra (2017). He has contributed to the Swadeshi Indology series and towards the book The Battle for Sanskrit by Rajiv Malhotra. He works as a software engineer in Sydney, Australia.

56.  
Dr Reeta Bhattacharya,  
Secretary, Kolkata Nivedita Shakti

Dr (Mrs) Reeta Bhattacharya is an Indologist and a Social Worker. Worked in Jadavpur University as Project Assistant and taught many colleges as part time lecturer and guest faculty. Worked in a Project at the Asiatic Society for last 10 years. Now full time volunteer in many social welfare organisations. She did M.A in Sanskrit from Jadavpur University, Kolkata and stood first and recipient of two gold medals. She presented many papers in many conferences and seminars through out the globe. Her many papers was published in various academic and non-academic journals and magazines.
57.
Vishwanath M V,
Asst. Professor, Dept. of Cultural Education,
Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham University, Mysore Campus.

Vishwanath M V is Assistant Professor in the department of Amrita Darshanam, Amrita Vishwa Vidyapeetham University, Mysuru campus. He belongs to Mysore, Karnataka. He obtained Vidwath Madhyama (B.A.) in Alankara Shastram from Karnataka Sanskrit University in the year 2009 and finished his Vidwath Uttama (M.A.) in Alankara Shastram and M.A. in Sanskrit in the year 2011 from Karnataka Sanskrit University and K.S.O.U. respectively. I worked as a lecturer in Sanskrit at Kautilya First grade and PU college for 2 years before getting into PhD at BHU. I have submitted my thesis titled “Shrimad VaalmeekiRaamayane SamvaadaVimarshah” under the supervision of Prof. Kaushalendra Pandey at Benares Hindu University, Varanasi in 2017. Currently I am working as an. My interested areas of research are Sanskrit Literature, Ramayanam, Natya Shastram, Carnatic Music and Astrology.

58.
Dr. Harshada Sawarkar,
Assistant Professor (Ad-hoc),
Sanskrit, University of Mumbai,

Harshada Salil Sawarkar is a Assistant Professor (Ad-hoc) in department of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai, Mumbai. She has completed graduation and post graduation in Sanskrit from University of Mumbai. At present, she is working for Ph.D. on ‘Study of Anukramani Literature with Special Reference to Sarvanukramani’, under the guidance of Dr. Madhavi Narsalay, Head, Department of Sanskrit, University of Mumbai. She has presented several papers at National seminars, two of her papers have been published. She is a recipient of State Award for translation of a Marathi drama in Sanskrit which was staged at Maharashtra State Competition of Sanskrit Dramas.
M. G. Hegde is currently the Head of the Department of English, Dr. A. V. Baliga College of Arts and Science, Kumta. He has 30 years of teaching experience including his service as Professor and Chairman, Department of Studies English and Dean, School of Languages, Rani Channamma University, Belagavi and visiting Professor at KLE PG Department of English, Belagavi. He has done Post-doctoral work on Narratology under the UGC Research Award scheme; handled research projects funded by Ford Foundation, CSLC and UGC and has guided 6 Ph. D. students. Dr. Hegde writes in English as well as in Kannada. He has published 15 books and over 50 research papers in various refereed journals. He has served as a member of the Kannada Advisory Board of Sahitya Akademi and has authored a monograph for the Makers of Indian Literature series of Sahitya Akademi. He is currently the president of M. S. Dhareshwar Memorial Centre for Study in Social Sciences, Sirsi, director of Chintana Uttara Kannada and a member of Kuvempu Bhasha Bharati.

Dr.A.V.Rajagopalan holds dual doctorate degrees. He did his first Ph.D in the area of ‘Managerial concepts in Indian Heritage texts’ from the Dept. of Sanskrit & Indian Culture of the SCSVMV university. Later did the second Ph.D on ‘Reforms to government accounting systems for better governance’ from the Dept. of Management, Alagappa University. He did his graduation in Commerce and is a Chartered Accountant (All-India 4th Ranker) and a Cost Accountant. He acquired two M.As. and two M.Phil degrees in Economics and Public Administration. Served for nearly two decades in the corporate sector in India with organizations like Indian Oil Corporation Ltd, Coal India, National Dairy Development Corporation, GCMMF (Amul) and Maruti – Suzuki. Worked with World Bank / FAO projects in Tanzania and Nigeria, and with the Accountant General’s Office in Botswana, under the Ministry of Finance & Economic Development. He served as a professor at the highly ranked T A Pai Management Institute (TAPMI),
Manipal (2006-2016). Besides he taught a summer program at the Oakland University, Michigan State USA. Was a guest faculty at the Institute of Rural management (IRMA), Anand, BIM Bangalore and SCSVMV Univ.-Kanchipuram. His core area was Finance and Accounting. Besides, he taught Business Ethics & Corporate Governance to MBA level students at TAPMI with focus on Indian conditions. Headed the training function at the A.G.’s office in Botswana. He developed an unique curriculum for a new course ‘Indian Ethos for Managerial Excellence’ which traced the managerial concepts from Rig Veda down to the modern era. He founded a ‘Center for Indian Culture, Heritage and Management’ to promote Indological studies and conducted global and national conferences. He has published two books on Indian Ethos and two compendia of articles. He has over 30 research articles in various national and international conferences.

61.
Dr. T.S. Mohanchandralal,
Former Director,
Maharishi Institute of Management,
Bangalore, India.

Dr.. T. S.Mohanchandralal worked as a Professor at GL Bajaj Institute, at Greater Noida, 2013-2014, and at Indian Institute of Planning and Management, Chennai for 6 years, Prior to this he was Director, Maharishi Institute of Management, Bangalore during 2001-06 and as a Reader in Economics, Sourashtra College, Madurai for 28 years. He served as a UGC Resource Person for FIP at Bharatiar University, Avinashilingam Deemed University, at Coimbatore and MaduraiKamaraj University, Madurai.

62.
Professor (Dr.) Olatunji A. Oyeshile,
Department of Philosophy, Faculty of Arts,
University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria

Olatunji Alabi Oyeshile, Ph.D. is a Professor of Philosophy at the University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Nigeria. He specializes in African Philosophy, Social and Political Philosophy, Metaphysics and Existentialism. He has published nationally and internationally in these areas and has attended conferences across the globe. His present research emphasis is on “Community and the Individual in Africa”. He is an editorial consultant to Philosophia, The Philippines. He is a member of the Nigeria Academy of Letters (NAL), the International Society for Universal Dialogue (ISUD) and the Nigerian Philosophical Association (NPA).
63.

Dr. Rajpal Bhullar
Associate Professor, Department of Political science,
D.A.V. College Naneola Distt Ambala, Punjab

Dr. Rajpal Bhullar is working as Associate Professor in Department of Political science in D.A.V. College Naneola Distt Ambala. He has published three books and eighteen research papers in various national and international Journals. He has attended two International, forty five National and four state level seminars and conferences. He has attended eight refresher and orientation courses in his twenty years teaching career. He is also Incharge of NCC unit in his College. Five to seven Cadets of NCC joined Indian Army every year under his guidance. His area of Interest is Indian Government and Politics.

64.

Dr. S. Thanigaivelan
Assistant Professor & S. Sathyap. Ph.D.,
Research Scholar, Department of
Philosophy Annamalai University Chidambaram Tamil Nadu

Dr. THANIGAIVELAN SHANMUGAM, his M.A. and M.Phil., in Philosophy from Pondicherry University, Puducherry in 1998 - 2001. Subsequently, he obtained his Ph.D. from Annamalai University in 2010. Currently, he is an Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Annamalai University, Chidambaram, Tamil Nadu. His areas of interest are: Indian Philosophy, Logic (Eastern & Western) and Philosophy of Education. Dr. Thanigaivelan published a number of articles in the reputed journals of Philosophy, and presented papers in the National and International Conferences in India and abroad. He visited Greek (Athens, 2013) and USA (2015) for presenting papers. He is the recipient of Project grant from ICPR (Indian Council of Philosophical Research), New Delhi in 2012 and recently he has been received the Project grant from ICSSR (Indian Council of Social Science Research), New Delhi. He is a permanent member of ‘Indo-Hellenic Society for Culture and Development’, Greece from 2013 and he is also Associate Membership of RVP (Council for Research in Values and Philosophy), Washington DC, USA.
Satya Kalra, a 15 time bestselling author, happiness and self-transformational coach, meditation expert, spiritual guide and International speaker, is the former Biotech CEO and founder of a non-profit organization, Path to Anandam (Blissful Life). For 35 years, she has been teaching how to attain eternal happiness and peace within and reach unlimited potential by raising the conscious level by union of the Body, Mind and Soul through Science and spirituality, and the teachings of Bhagavad Gita. She has written numerous spiritual and life changing articles, “The Secret to Self-transformation”. Satya has coached and trained thousands of people worldwide.

Dr. Shugan Jain is a Professional with 33 years experiences as IT consultant, manager and CEO with MNCs in India and in many countries USA, the Netherlands, Iraq, Saudi Arabia. He involved in academic study, teaching, research and publication of Jainism since 2002. Travelled all over the world for his professional work and study. His specialized field of study and research is Jain philosophy. He dedicated his life exclusively to Jain studies practice and teaching. Promoter- Chairman of International School for Jain studies ‘ISJS’. Had over 800 scholars from USA, Canada and fifteen other countries of the world. Extensively exposed them to Jain way of life and philosophy in summer schools of two months duration conducted by ISJS. Conducted five annual programs for High school teachers from USA on use of nonviolence in schools enhance leaning and discipline. Latest books published are: Gandhi & Jainism and Jainism for Young inquisitive ‘Writing more books on subjects concerning applications of Jain doctrine to modern day issues. He is organizer of more than fifteen international seminars. He has delivered more than seventy lectures at various seminars and universities all over the world. Completed several research papers. Now involved in study of sociology of Jain community. Guides a Study circle on The Gita. Manage up gradation of delivery of education in four schools run by Jain Shiksha Prcharak society in Old Delhi, catering to over 2000 students from EWS of society. He is associated with a number of interfaith groups to promote religious harmony, peace and development. Also associated with social organizations like Leprosy Council of India etc. Member of Advisory Board of Shramana, a research journal of Parashwanath Vidhyapeeth, Varanasi & ISJS-Transactions, a research journal of International School for Jain Studies, New Delhi. His main achievements; Former President: Parashwanath Vidhyapeeth, Varanasi, Chairman: Hiralal Jain SS School,
67. Sandeep Gupta
(Organization Development Consultant; Mentor-In-charge, Heart Mind Center for Transformation & Success LLP; Mentor (Theology), DEI University, Agra)

Sandeep Gupta is presently an Organization Development Consultant; Founding Partner & Mentor-In-charge, Heart Mind Center for Transformation and Success LLP; and Mentor (Theology), Dayalbagh Educational Institute (Deemed University). He has a total experience of 35+ years comprising of consultancy, executive leadership and academic mentoring. He has been associated with many Indian and foreign businesses of repute. He also has been speaking and publishing domestically and internationally. He is a B.Com, Fellow Chartered Accountant, & PGD (Theology).

68. Hasen Ali Ahmed,
Research Scholar,
Indira Gandhi College,
Bongaigaon, Assam.

Hasen Ali Ahmed, M. A., NET (UGC), M. Phil., professing Philosophy in Indira Gandhi College, Bongaigaon, Assam. Recently he has submitted Ph. D. Thesis to the University of North Bengal. Although his present interest is Philosophy of Language, he has published several articles in National and International journals and anthologies on various fields of philosophy. He attended the NCPUL; AIAATS & ICSSR International Conference at Assam, in 2013, the ICRD International Conference at Bhubaneswar, India in 2015 and a number of UGC & ICPR sponsored seminars and also presented papers in these conferences and seminars.

69. Dr Sanjay Kumar,
Chair, Dept. of Political Science,
Yuveraj Dutta PG College Lakhimpur-kheri,
CSJM University, Kanpur

Dr Sanjay Kumar is a Associate Professor, teaching u/g and p/g classes for the last 21 years in one of the oldest and premiere college of Uttar Pradesh named Yuveraj Dutta PG College established in 1949 and affiliated to CSJM University, Kanpur and situated at Lakhimpur – kheri. My area of interest is Indian and Uttar Pradesh politics. Besides I have a keen interest in the conceptual and theoretical aspects of political and sociological thoughts.
Regional supervisor of CSDS, New Delhi and have conducted more than 50 political and social surveys. He keeps an eye on social issues. Therefore, he actively participate in such kind of deliberations. Currently serving as the mentor of UP chapter of AIM, an NGO of high repute.

70.
Dr. Gaurav Sharma,
Assist. Prof. Department of Sanskrit,
GS Ayurveda Medical College, Hapur(U.P.)

Dr. Gaurav Sharma is Assistant professor in department of Sanskrit at GS Ayurveda Medical College, Hapur, UP

71.
Dr. Tarun Kumar Sharma,
Assistant Prof. Sanskrit, Atarra College,
Bandra, U P, India

Dr. Tarun Kumar Sharma is working as a Senior Lecturer, Deptt. of Sanskrit, Atarra P.G. College, Atarra (Banda) UP India, Qualification – M.A. NET & D.Phil. in Sanskrit, Specilization – Sanskrit Literature & Poetics, Seminar & Conferences – 19 National & International Seminar & Conference attended, Publication – 01 book & 35 Research papers published in National & International reputed and referred journals, Project – Worked as a investigator in the project of H.R.D. Ministry of New Delhi, in the current time working also as a examiner counsellor paper setter in the various university of Uttar Pradesh.

72.
Dr. Ch Venkata Siva Sai,
Assistant. Professor, School of Buddhist Studies and Civilization,
Gautam Buddha University, Noida,

Dr Ch. Venkata Siva Sai is presently working as Assistant Professor in School Of Buddhist Studies and Civilization, Gautama Buddha University, Greater Noida, in Utter Pradesh. He has 20 years of teaching experience for P.G, M.Phil, and PhD students. He has published more than 75 Research papers in various National and International reputed Journals. He has been presenting 100 papers in various National and international seminars. He has published 8 books. In his Guidance 11 M.Phils and 2 PH.Ds are awarded and
2 PH.Ds are pursuing. Previously he worked as **Associate Professor, Principal, Head** of the Department in various Colleges and Universities. He has completed his M.A, M.Phil, and PhD from University of Hyderabad and D.U.. He worked as Translator for Speeches of Honourable **His Holiness Dalai lama in Kalachakra 2006 at Amravati (A.P)** His Specializations are Buddhist Ethics, Buddhist Philosophy, Buddhist Psychology, Buddhist Education, Social Engaged Buddhism, Bio-ethics , Engineering Ethics, Human Values and Society. He is Life member in Indian Philosophical Congress and Indian Society for Buddhist Studies .He acted as Chair person for many Technical Sessions in Various National and International Conferences. He got Gold Medal for PhD. He visited **Vietnam, Thailand, Srilanka** etc

73. **Dr. Shlesha Sachindra, PhD in Sanskrit**
    Viswa-Bharti Santiniketan, Bolpur

Shlesha Sachindra PhD in Sanskrit from Viswa-Bharti Santiniketan, Bolpur, M.A in Sanskrit from Miranda House (University of Delhi), presented her papers in many national and international conferences, seminars and congresses which have been sponsored by many prestigious Institutes, Faculties and Departments. She has presided over several national seminars as co-chairperson. She was an assistant editor of the first Sanskrit –E-Journal “Jahnavi”. She was the correspondent of the monthly magazine “The Core” Hindi and English is published from New Delhi. She is the active worker of ‘Akhil Bhartiya Ithihas Sankalan Yojna’ in West Bengal.

74. **Ruchir Y. Shukla**
    Education: B.Com, MCA
    Founder and CTO of BizzAppDev - IT company,
    Associate of Youth and Social Media Team,
    Holistic Science Research Center- VVCRF, Surat

After having five years of experience started company in the domain of the ERP and business solution. Goal of the company is to provide totally functional ERP solution as per their requirements (with customization). Started the company in May 2013 with 2 people he and his wife(MSc-IT). Now they are 20 people working in BizzAppDev. He has a close association with Holistic Science Research Center- VVCRF, Surat since 2012. Providing service as Associate member of Youth and Social Media Team.
Graduated with a Bachelor of Business Administration in Finance and Marketing and went to Australia for further studies but could not settle down in Australia and returned to India and joined the M.S. University. He did Masters in Banking & Business Finance with International Banking as a major subject. He is looking after his ancestral farming because he likes living in the lap of Nature rather than being amidst fast life, traffic, noise and pollution. Believes that farming is a partnership with Nature where one need not be too much immersed in thoughts of making money! He has a close association with Holistic Science Research Center- VVCRF, Surat since 2012. Volunteers as Associate member of Youth and Social Media Team. He is one of the Founder Trustees of Sanatan Sanskar Kendra – JSS, Himatnagar (Gujarat).